
The SIA is looking for a  

Full-Stack web developer   
m/f/d, 60 – 100 %, 6 months mandate
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www.sia.ch

Selnaustrasse 16

P.O.Box 

8027 Zürich

YOUR NEW WORKPLACE 
The Swiss Society of Engineers and Architects (SIA) is the leading professional association for 
 construction engineering, architecture, technology, and environment specialists. The SIA consistently 
dedicates itself to serving its members. Together with them, it is committed to Baukultur with the  
goal of a sustainable living environment of high quality. 

YOUR TASKS 
As a full-Stack web developer you will be part of our Scrum DEV team in the SIA’s IT department. 
Thanks to your skills in various technologies and programming languages, you will be called upon to 
develop the front-end of a new web application based on tasks defined in the sprint and the chosen 
system architecture and technologies.
 You will work with different technologies, specifically for front-end development in REACT, inter-
facing to a GraphQL API or RestAPI or interacting with our Keycloak based IdP.

YOUR PROFILE 
You have sound knowledge and longstanding experience in web development – specifically with REACT, 
GraphQL APIs or RestAPIs. The SIA relies primarily on opensource systems and platforms running 
inhouse on Linux. You independently develop clear concepts meeting the defined requirements. You 
find solving complex tasks a welcoming challenge. You are fluent in either German, English or French; 
knowledge of the other languages is an advantage.

OUR OFFER 
You can expect a varied job with broad creative opportunities in a committed and enriching environ-
ment. We offer good opportunities for your professional growth and networking, a modern working 
environment and attractive employment conditions – including fair and equal pay for women and men. 

YOUR NEXT MOVE
We look forward to receiving your application by email to Doris Wachter, SIA HR Manager,  
doris.wachter@sia.ch. For further details please contact Davide Malnati, SIA Head of IT, 044 283 63 61, 
davide.malnati@sia.ch. You can find more information at www.sia.ch/karriere. 

www.sia.ch


